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1 File Manager Project 
 

The filemgr example project included in the latest official version of the SDK (version 1.3.0 build 83) 
demonstrates how files can be uploaded, indexed, accessed, retrieved, and deleted to/from an SD card which is 
connected to a module via a web page based user interface. The project includes a BGScript source file, called 
main.bgs, an html file, index.html, a style sheet for the html file, style.css, the project configuration file, project. 
xml, and three image files used by index.html. 

 

The html page, in conjunction with the style sheet and the image files, makes up the web page that provides the 
user interface allowing for files to be uploaded, indexed, accessed, retrieved, or deleted to/from the SD card 
connected to the SD card hardware interface on the WF121 module (SPI3 in the case of this example project). 
The BGScript file, “main.bgs” implements the application logic involved with the operation of the WF121 
hardware. 

 
1.1 Project Configuration 

 
The project configuration includes the 4 tags: <scripting>, <hardware>, and <files>. The <scripting> tag is used 
to specify the main BGScript file to use for the project. In this example the main.bgs will including another script 
file, api.bgs, with import command. 

 

 
Project tags: 

 
<hardware> tag is used to define the hardware configuration of the WF121. 

 
<sdhc> tag within the hardware section configures the SD card interface. In order to use the SD Card interface, 
the <sdhc> settings shown above must be used. 

 
<uart> tag configures the UART interface, which has to be connected and buffers read, for example using the 
WF121 GUI, when the API is enabled. 

 
<files> Defines the HTML, CSS and image files used by the embedded HTTP server. 

 
1.2 BGScript 

 
The BGScript source file, main.bgs, is responsible for the application logic primarily concerned with the 
hardware operation of the WF121 and importing the REST API functionality from the api.bgs file. Specifically, 
main.bgs is responsible for turning WiFi on and setting the operating mode to Access Point when the module 
boots, then starting Access Point mode, and adding HTTP server accessible URL paths to the SD card and 
module's Flash. The https_add_path API method is used to add new URL paths to resources accessible by the 
HTTP sever. Such resources can be any of the following: the device flash, the SD card, or the API. 
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2 Accessing the SD Card Content 
 
2.1 Accessing the file manager with a browser 

 
The html source file, index.html, implements the web based interface allowing files to be uploaded, indexed, 
accessed, retrieved, or deleted to/from the SD card connected to the WF121 module. 

 
After associating the remote device with the module's Access Point called "WF121 Example", browse with using 
Chrome,IE, Safari etc. to http://192.168.1.1/ 

 
The files currently stored on the SD card will be listed on the body of the page. New files, located on the device 
accessing the page, may be uploaded to the SD Card using the "Upload" button. Existing files on the SD Card 
can be deleted using the "Delete" button. Files listed under the index can be selected and viewed within the 
browser if they are of a format the browser being used can interpret such as html files. 

 

 
 
2.2 Accessing the file manager with REST API commands 

 
The web page is powered by Javascript code which exposes the HTTP server's built-in functionality meant to 
manipulate the files in the SD card filesystem. The below operations are available, assuming the usage of 
call https_add_path(2, 7, "/sdcard") in the script: 

 

Read a file called 123.txt which exists in the root directory of the SD Card: 
 

GET /sdcard/123.txt 

 
Write a file called 123.txt into the root directory of the SD Card 

 
PUT /sdcard/123.txt 

 
Read the content of the directory /mydir: 

 
 

http://192.168.1.1/
http://192.168.1.1/
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GET /sdcard/mydir?dir 

 
Delete a file called 123.txt which exists in the root directory of the SD Card: 

 
DELETE /sdcard/123.txt 

 
Any of the above HTTP requests could be also issued for example by the "curl" program in a Linux system, like 
in the following example: 

 
curl -v -X GET http://192.168.1.1/sdcard/123.txt 
 
Since the HTTP server running in the module has no capability to create a directory, the solution in this case 
would be to intercept a custom HTTP request and adapt the BGScript to parse it and then launch the call 
sdhc_fmkdir() which is one of the BGAPI/BGScript commands in the SD memory card interface class meant 
to fully manipulate the filesystem of an attached SD card

http://sn0001.te1700.local/assets/
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